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ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES 
 

Our all-inclusive photography packages include a variety of our most popular services and products. Each of these all inclusive 
photography packages include the photo disc of digital negatives and copyright release from both your base wedding package 
photography and your all-inclusive package. The importance of booking additional photography time cannot be understated as most 
base wedding packages only include a total of 30 minutes with your photographer and are limited to photos in the location of the 
ceremony. 
 

ENCHANTED MOMENTS $599* 

 1 hour of additional photography time with your photographer 

 high resolution photo disc including every image from your wedding 

 Every image from your all-inclusive package as well as your base wedding package 

 copyright release for all of your high resolution images 

 reprint package B (2-8x10; 2-5x7; 5-4x6)  

 social media re-sized images for social media sites 
 
 

LAS VEGAS MEMORIES $999* 

(MOST POPULAR PACKAGE) 

 2 hours of additional photography time with your photographer 

 high resolution photo disc including every image from your wedding 

 Every image from your all-inclusive package as well as your base wedding package 

 copyright release for all of your high resolution images 

 reprint package B (2-8x10; 2-5x7; 5-4x6) 

 2nd copy of photo disc with black and white image enhancements 
 
 

ETERNAL LOVE $1799* 

 4 hours of additional photography time with your photographer 

 high resolution photo disc including every image from your wedding 

 Every image from your all-inclusive package as well as your base wedding package 

 copyright release for all of your high resolution images 

 reprint package A (1-11x14; 2-8x10; 4-5x7; 10-4x6) 

 2nd copy of photo disc with black and white image enhancements 
 
 

ULTIMATE CELEBRATION $2749* 

 4 hours of additional photography time with your photographer 

 choice of 3 hours of additional video time with your cinematographer (OR) 3 hours of photo booth at your reception 

 high resolution photo disc including every image from your wedding 

 Every image from your all-inclusive package as well as your base wedding package 

 copyright release for all of your high resolution images 

 cinema style video upgrade 

 high definition Blu-ray video of your edited video 

 reprint package A (1-11x14; 2-8x10; 4-5x7; 10-4x6) 

 2nd copy of photo disc with black and white image enhancements 
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A ’LA CARTE ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY TIME 
 

THIRTY (30) MINUTES OF PHOTOGRAPHY ($115) 
May be used immediately following your base wedding package photography or as your base wedding photography 

package if your wedding package does not include photography. Includes a $30 value print credit good towards any product in your 
online photo gallery. By adding extra time to your session it will also increase the price of the photo disc accordingly. 

 

HOURLY ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY ($200) 
May be used immediately following your base wedding package photography or as your base wedding photography 

package if your wedding package does not include photography. Includes a $60 value print credit good towards any product in your 
online photo gallery. By adding extra time to your session it will also increase the price of the photo disc accordingly. 

 

OFF PROPERTY FEE ($75) 
This fee is applicable if you require our photographer to shoot in a location off of the hotel property. Spend some extra time 

with your photographer and have enough time to capture all of those pictures you were dreaming of. 
 

SPLIT PHOTO TIME FEE ($35) 
This fee is applicable for each split of continuous time that exceeds one hour in your total photo time. 
 
 

 

 

HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTO DISC “DIGITAL NEGATIVES” 
Our most popular offering, the high resolution photo disc includes EVERY image from your wedding package photography 

session accompanied with a copyright release. You will be able to have prints and enlargements made at your local photo lab to your 
heart’s content! In addition to having prints made, you can use your images on social media sites, create custom photo products, and 
send pictures to friends and family plus much more! You own your images. For extra savings see the All-Inclusive packages above that 
include additional photo time as well as the High Resolution Photo Disc. 

 

HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTO DISC WITH COPYRIGHT RELEASE 

includes every image in high resolution jpg 

Starting at $200 
 

*High resolution photo discs are sold in complete sets only. Single image files may not be purchased. A’ La Carte additional 
photography time photo discs must be purchased with base wedding package photo disc. All photo disc purchases are final. 
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A ’LA CARTE ADDITIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY TIME 
 

CEREMONY VIDEO ($145) 
Your wedding ceremony is captured by our professional wedding cinematographer utilizing a high definition video camera 

and wireless audio. This package is perfect for those base wedding packages that do not already include a ceremony video. Includes 
(1) edited DVD 

 

CINEMA UPGRADE ($125) 
Upgrade your basic wedding ceremony video to a cinematic masterpiece. This upgrade adds a 2nd roving cinema camera 

fixed with a beautiful prime lens that gives that beautiful warm & fuzzy soft focused background. The 2nd camera footage is inter-cut 
with your base video footage for a seamless presentation. Includes (1) edited DVD 

 

HOURLY ADDITIONAL VIDEO ($200) 
Additional video time can be used at your reception or to follow you around like a reality TV show would. Your friends back 

home will be totally jealous! Includes (1) edited DVD 
 

5-DAY WEB-CAST ($60) 
Your ceremony video available to view on our website for 5 days. This option is perfect for friends and family who couldn’t 

make it out to Vegas to see your ceremony in person. WEB-casts are not live and are typically viewable within 2 hours of your 
ceremony. 

 

30-DAY WEB-CAST ($100) 
Same as above, but for an entire month! Five days go by very quickly. 

 

ADDITIONAL DVD COPY ($50) 
One additional copy of your DVD video. Perfect as a gift for family members and friends. 

 

HIGH DEFINITION BLU-RAY COPY ($75) 
Upgrade your standard definition DVD to high definition Blu-Ray video. Includes (1) Blu-ray video 

 

PHOTO SLIDE SHOW ON DVD ($150) 
Choose up to (3) songs and 80-130 of your favorite images to be set in motion. Supplied images must be digitized and named 

numerically in order of desired appearance in slide show. 
 

OFF PROPERTY FEE ($75) 
This fee is applicable if you require our cinematographer to shoot in a location off of the hotel property. Capture all of the 

special moments your wedding day holds with beautiful high definition video. Your memories will be treasured for generations to 
come. 

 

SPLIT VIDEO TIME FEE ($35) 
This fee is applicable for each split of continuous time that exceeds one hour in your total video time. 


